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Abstract
Wireless communication has played a significant role in modern
healthcare systems. However, the death toll from chronic diseases,
such as cancer, continues to increase. Hyperthermia combined with
radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy is a promising strategy for cancer
treatment, and temperature control is critical for the success of
this intervention. In vivo sensors are an emerging technology in
healthcare. Thermal awareness has also received attention in in vivo
sensor research. In this context, we have been motivated to use in
vivo sensors to regulate the temperature changes in cancer cells
during combined treatment. Limitations in existing in vivo thermalaware routing algorithms motivated us to use the in vivo ‘‘lightweight rendezvous routing’’ approach. However, smartphone-driven
telemedicine applications are proliferating to provide remote
healthcare and collaborative consultation, required in combined
therapies. In this context, we have proposed a telemedicine application where a smartphone not only regulates temperature scheduling in in vivo sensors, but also communicates with local or remote
clinicians to maintain collaborative efforts for combined therapies
against cancer.
Key words: telemedicine, smartphone, in vivo sensor, cancer
treatment, hyperthermia, radiotherapy, chemotherapy

Introduction

T

he World Health Organization concluded that cancer was
the overall leading cause of death in 2010.1 Recent combined trials demonstrated that hyperthermia increases the
sensitivity of cancer cells to chemotherapy or radiotherapy,
indicating it is a promising strategy for combined therapy for cancer.2,3 Hyperthermia enhances the performance of radiotherapy and
chemotherapy as long as the tissue temperature is maintained below
a threshold value to avoid tissue damage due to excessive heat.3,4
In vivo sensors are an emerging technology with applications in
artificial retinas, pacemakers, in vivo cardioverter defibrillators, in-
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sulin pumps, and glucose monitors.5 Thermal awareness has become
an important topic in related research6–9 and has motivated our
search for an in vivo temperature control solution for cancer treatment. In vivo sensors stimulate human tissues with electromagnetic
induction and power dissipation. A sensor with minimal electronics
for simple monitoring is rarely a problem from the thermal point of
view. However, a sensor with high data rate wireless communication
that can stimulate human tissues with thousands of channels at a
high rate or inform us of the status of an implant is thermally significant. Such a sensor generates thermal energy and is not easy to
control in an in vivo environment. In vivo thermal-aware routing
algorithms like Thermal-Aware Routing (TARA),6 Least Temperature
Routing (LTR),7 Least Temperature Route Routing (LTRT),8 Advanced
Least Temperature Routing (ALTR),7 and Hotspot Prevention Routing
(HPR)9 have been reported to generate less heat during packet
transmission. However, these algorithms have drawbacks such as
unwanted hotspots, latency, redundant hops, and a high routing
complexity time, which makes them inapplicable for an in vivo environment with limited power. Moreover, existing communication
protocols for sensor networks such as directed diffusion,10 omniscient multicast, or flooding are not applicable to this network. These
limitations motivated us to develop an alternative approach, which
we named event-based in vivo monitoring.
We have proposed a ‘‘lightweight rendezvous routing’’ (LR) algorithm to schedule temperature in an in vivo sensor network deployed
for use in hyperthermia, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. In this
technique, in vivo node sets are divided into small clusters. In each
cluster, nodes are subscribed to a temperature increase event. When a
node’s temperature is increased above a threshold value, it stops
thermal service. It also immediately contacts the corresponding
subscriber through a broker to initiate the thermal service. A
rendezvous node—a smartphone on the body—controls all communication, provides subscriber, publisher, broker role, and cluster
information to all in vivo nodes, and receives subscription or notification confirmation from other in vivo nodes. Fault tolerance is an
important component in the proposed technique. All in vivo communication steps maintain that, and the rendezvous node can control
the starting and stopping of thermal services of in vivo nodes in case
of packet failure. The proposed technique also outperforms existing
thermal-aware routing algorithms and traditional data dissemination
protocols by generating smaller increases in temperature and energy
in an in vivo environment, as discussed in the performance evaluation section below.
Telemedicine11 is defined as the use of telecommunication to deliver remote healthcare112 and electronic clinical consultation.13 It is
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aimed at improving patient satisfaction by improving access to local
or remote healthcare resources, enabling knowledge sharing among
physicians and reducing overall healthcare costs.12–14 Smartphonebased telemedicine is used by physicians to communicate insulin
measurements to diabetic patients and their caregivers,15 by remote
dental surgeons to visualize X-ray reports,16 by resident surgeons to
monitor point-of-care information and to share knowledge with a
local mentor,17 and by neurosurgeons to make decisions about immediate actions after a stroke.18
Therefore, telemedicine has been introduced to improve quality of
care in cancer treatment.19–24 It has been proven effective in different
cancer treatment methods, including chemotherapy25 or radiotherapy.26 Telemedicine applications have been launched for different
cancer types, including thyroid,27 skin,28 colorectal,29 head and
neck,30 and breast31 cancer. However, the outcome of a combined
treatment with hyperthermia, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy requires collaborative efforts of clinicians of remote places. Considering that a local hospital has medical equipments for all three
treatment modalities, local clinicians have to consult with remote
experts with the support of telemedicine.
In this context, we have proposed a telemedicine application
whereby a smartphone not only regulates the proposed in vivo
temperature scheduling technique, but also establishes collaboration
between local clinicians and remote experts of different treatment
modalities. In this telemedicine application, at first the local clinician
inputs cancer type and position in the local cancer treatment control
unit (CTCU), and a hypervisor ascertains experts on hyperthermia,
radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. It then communicates with the
remote CTCU to connect to remote experts through a smartphone.
Remote experts recommend drug measurement, radiation measurement, and heating temperature to the smartphone kept near the patient. That smartphone, based on the recommendation, regulates the
in vivo temperature with the proposed lightweight publish-subscribe
technique, for combined cancer treatment. After treatment, notification is sent to the remote expert from the local CTCU through the
smartphone. Moreover, the smartphone updates the electronic health
record (EHR)/patient health record (PHR), prior to and after treatment. We have implemented the smartphone application in Android
SDK version 4.0 and the doctor’s panel for the CTCU with a Web
interface.
This article begins with a discussion of hyperthermia therapy in
cancer treatment and a summary of thermal-aware routing algorithms and their limitations. Then, proposed telemedicine-based
cancer treatment is discussed, including the in vivo temperature
scheduling technique, the telemedicine application, and the smartphone’s role in the point of care. Then, in the next section, we provide
performance evaluation and implementation results. We conclude
with future work and the prospect of our telemedicine approach.

Materials and Methods
HYPERTHERMIA IN CANCER TREATMENT
Hyperthermia is a prominent cancer therapy among surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, gene therapy, and immunotherapy.2–4 In

oncology, hyperthermia is an artificial way of increasing the body
tissue temperature by providing external heat to destroy cancer tumor
cells or to prevent their growth.
Hyperthermia is rarely used as a single cancer treatment modality
and performs better when used in combination with radiotherapy,
chemotherapy, gene therapy, or immunotherapy.2–4 Hyperthermia
treatment at 39–43C improves the immune response of body tissues
against tumors and increases blood flow and oxygen supply to
tumors, which ultimately sensitizes tumors to radiotherapy and/or
chemotherapy.4 Hyperthermia involves heating the tumor with an
external energy source, such as microwaves, radio frequency, ultrasound, hot water perfusion, wire implants, ferromagnetic seeds,
nanoparticles, or infrared radiators. An external applicator can be
placed in or near the skin to heat the body tissues (superficial heating). Needles or plastic tubes can be placed directly into the tumor,
and the heat source can be inserted into plastic tubes or a radio
frequency can be passed through the needles. This internal method
can raise tumor temperature more than external methods, without
much damage to the surrounding normal tissues. Depending on location, depth, and staging of the tumor, one of three clinical methods
may be used: local, regional, and whole-body hyperthermia delivers
heat to localized, deep-seated, and disseminated cancer tumors, respectively. Local hyperthermia is used for small tumors located superficially or within an accessible body cavity, such as the rectum or
esophagus. Superficial, interstitial, intraluminal, or intracavital applicators with microwaves, radio waves, or ultrasound are used to
deliver heat to tumors. Regional hyperthermia involves heating large
volumes of tissue deep inside the body with radio frequency or microwave applicators. External applicators, thermal perfusion, and
continuous hypothermic peritoneal perfusion are commonly used
approaches for this treatment method. Whole-body hyperthermia
treatment is used for patients with metastatic diseases like melanoma,
soft tissue sarcoma, or ovarian cancer. Thermal chambers, hot water
blankets, or infrared radiators are used to destroy or sensitize cancer
tumors using high temperature throughout the entire body.

IN VIVO THERMAL-AWARE ROUTING ALGORITHMS
AND LIMITATIONS
Radiation from electromagnetic waves and power dissipation from
in vivo circuitry generate heat in surrounding biological tissues.32
The specific absorption rate33-driven bio-heat equation34 is frequently used to measure the heat generated by in vivo sensors.
Generally, the generated heat is kept below the safety level defined by
IEEE standards.35 As a consequence, in vivo thermal awareness is now
applied in commercial healthcare applications. For example, in artificial retinas, one major focus is to minimize in vivo temperature. An
ingestible sensor measures the internal heat of an athlete and wirelessly sends the data to a handheld device.36,37
In Table 1, we provide a summary of all in vivo thermal factors and
the situations in which an increase in the mean temperature may
result from an in vivo sensor network. In Table 2, we give the thermal
properties of different components, such as human tissue, chip, coil,
and silicon, in implanted sensor networks.
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Table 1. Thermal Factors in an Implanted Sensor Network
FACTOR

THERMAL INFLUENCE

THERMAL CONFRONTATION

Electromagnetic field
induced by a telemetry
system

Implanted devices use high data rate and continuous wireless
communication with an external device, and thus significant power
is consumed. A substantial electromagnetic field is induced in
human tissues, resulting in high temperature increase in tissues.

Implanted devices with minimal functionality intermittently
communicate with an external device. A minimal electromagnetic
field is induced in human tissues, resulting in negligible temperature
increase.

Power dissipated by an
implanted microchip

Implanted microchips continuously (for at least a few minutes)
stimulate tissues with electrodes and result in great heat dissipation
in tissues.

Implanted microchips that operate intermittently do not have
a thermal effect in surrounding tissues.

Power dissipated by an
implanted telemetry coil

High current induced in the implanted coil causes significant power Minimal current flow through an implanted coil does not have
dissipation, resulting in a temperature increase in surrounding tissues. a thermal effect on surrounding tissues.

Power dissipated by a
simulating electrode

Implanted devices with a large number of electrodes stimulate human Implanted devices with few electrodes generate the mean
tissues with thousands of channels at high repetition rates, resulting temperature, as the stimulatory effect on surrounding tissues is
in an increase in temperature in those tissues.
negligible in this case.

Other thermal factors include location of an implanted device inside the body, as the tissues near (1 mm) the implanted device are exposed to more heat than relatively
distant tissues (< 5–10 mm). Uniformity of power dissipation, materials used in insulation, and sizes of implanted chip and device also have effects.

Thermal-aware routing algorithms (Table 3) have been proposed
for temperature control in an implanted sensor network. These algorithms suffer from limitations like hotspot creation, complexity
overhead, or maximum heat traversal.
TARA6 was an early attempt at in vivo thermal-aware routing that
sends a packet using the withdrawal strategy. TARA defines a hotspot
region that is above a threshold temperature value. When a node
sends a packet to a hotspot, it withdraws from it, and the packet is
sent back to the sender. After the cooling period, the packet is resent
to the destination. The protocol does not consider the shortest path; it
just withdraws the packet from the hotspot.
In LTR,7 the packet is generally sent to the node that has the lowest
temperature. If the number of hops increases above a threshold value,
the packet is discarded. If the next node has already been visited, then
the second minimum temperature node is selected for packet transmission. ALTR7 is an advancement of LTR in which a packet is sent to
the lowest temperature node. However, if the number of hops is
greater than the threshold value, self-healing routing follows packet
transmission.

Table 2. Thermal Properties of Implantable Devices5

MATERIAL

DENSITY
(KG/M3)

SPECIFIC
HEAT
( J/[KG$C])

THERMAL
THERMAL
CONDITION DIFFUSIVITY
(M2/S)
( J/[M$S$C])

Chip

2,300

700

60

3.7 · 10 - 5

Coil

2,1400

134

71.6

2.5 · 10 - 5

2,700

1,255

0.18

0.5 · 10 - 5

920

2,500

0.25

1.1 · 10 - 7

1,850

1,300

0.4

1.7 · 10 - 7

Silicone
Fat tissue
Cortical bone
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HPR9 uses the shortest hop-routing algorithm for sending a packet
to a destination that does not have a hotspot. If the next hop is the
destination or a node with a temperature below the threshold, the
packet is transmitted. However, if the next hop is a node with a
temperature greater than the threshold temperature, a hotspot is
assumed, and the packet is instead forwarded to the coolest neighbor
that has not yet been visited. The problem with HPR is that temperature information has to be propagated to other nodes, resulting in a
large overhead.
LTRT8 was created to solve the problems associated with the
previous algorithms. With LTRT, the packet is sent along a path that
produces the smallest change in temperature from the source to
destination. The algorithm uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine
the shortest path from the source to destination and avoids hotspot
formation and redundant multihops. The problem with the algorithm is that temperature information needs to be propagated to
every node at a regular interval. After the shortest path is created,
the function of temperature control is established. Maintaining
Dijkstra’s algorithm creates a large overhead for an implanted
sensor network.

PROPOSED TELEMEDICINE-BASED TEMPERATURE
SCHEDULING FOR CANCER TREATMENT
We have proposed telemedicine-based combined therapy for
cancer, including the in vivo temperature scheduling technique, the
telemedicine application, and the smartphone’s role in the point of
care of telemedicine.
Problem statement. For the treatment of cancer, the combined
application of hyperthermia, radiotherapy, and/or chemotherapy has
become the most prominent therapy.4 If the temperature is below a
threshold temperature, hyperthermia enhances the performance of
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. However, if it is above the
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uses at most two hops on the
path to a rendezvous node (the
THERMAL-AWARENESS
HOTSPOT
REDUNDANT
COMPUTATIONAL
smartphone). The broker node
ROUTING ALGORITHM
CREATION
HOP CREATION
AVERAGE DELAY
COMPLEXITY
of each cluster communicates
TARA6
Avoided
Possible
Comparatively high
Preferably small
directly with the rendezvous
node, so the message must
Avoided
Possible in the worst
Comparatively high
Preferably small
LTR7
case when a packet
propagate among the broker
passes through every
nodes. For the same reason, we
node
do not need to maintain a distributed hash table or any data
ALTR7
Avoided but
Possible
Comparatively low,
Generally small but
possible
includes an adaptive
higher (with inclusion
structure that may produce a
for an adaptive
situation
of SHR) in an adaptive
large overhead for constrained
situation
situation
resources in in vivo sensor
HPR8
Avoided
Not possible
Comparatively low
Much higher for SHR
nodes. Also, the common rendezvous node is an external
LTRT9
Avoided
Not possible
Apparently low,
Huge overhead for
device, and a broker node
but delay occurs
Dijkstra’s algorithm
because of
cannot become a rendezvous
propagation of routing
node. Therefore, an implanted
information
sensor network does not need
Proposed LR
Avoided
Not possible
Minimum
Preferably small
to maintain broker metadata.
ALTR, Advanced Least Temperature Routing; HPR, Hotspot Prevention Routing; LR, lightweight rendezvous routing; LTR, Least These problems—namely, reTemperature Routing; LTRT, Least Temperature Route Routing; SHR, self-healing routing; TARA, Thermal-Aware Routing.
dundant hop traversal, broker
metadata propagation, and distributed hash table maintenance—
of the rendezvous algorithm
motivated us to develop a
lightweight event-based algorithm for use in an implanted sensor
threshold, human cells become sensitized, making the treatment
network.
dangerous to human health. We have been studying implanted
sensor nodes that reflect temperature control in the combined
Proposed LR temperature scheduling algorithm for in vivo sensors:
therapy of hyperthermia, radiotherapy, and/or chemotherapy for
proposed algorithm (LR) (Fig. 1c). In the proposed LR algorithm,
cancer treatment. If the temperature of a node (publisher) is inbody sensor nodes are divided into some small clusters (Fig. 1a and b).
creased above the threshold, it will communicate with the broker
A rendezvous node has the cluster information and publisher, subnode to disseminate temperature information to the subscriber
scriber, or broker role of each node in any cluster. Each cluster has a
node or nodes. If the temperature dissipation is not performed
single broker node and some subscriber and publisher nodes. At first,
successfully, a remote gateway node should be notified by the
the rendezvous node transmits the cluster information and subbroker node.
scriber, publisher, and broker role to each body sensor node (Algorithm 1). Then, using the lightweight subscription algorithm (Fig. 1a)
Proposed LR temperature scheduling algorithm for in vivo sensors:
(Algorithm 2), in each cluster, the subscriber nodes subscribe to a
motivation. The limitations of existing in vivo thermal-aware
broker node. The broker node then sends a subscription confirmation
routing algorithms motivated us to identify an alternate solution.
message (list of successfully subscribed nodes) to the rendezvous
We considered the use of event-based communication (publishnode, which then determines whether each subscriber is successfully
subscribe system) in small clusters of implanted sensor nodes desubscribed in each cluster (Algorithm 3). In the case of unsuccessful
ployed in cancer treatment. Our work is inspired by the rendezvous
subscription (due to packet loss from subscriber to broker or broker to
routing (RR) algorithm.38 However, RR has some disadvantages,
rendezvous node), the rendezvous node waits for the event to occur.
and if we consider its operation in the context of an implanted
When that event finally occurs, thermal services to subscribers and
sensor network, it produces a large overhead. A lightweight solupublishers are started and stopped, respectively. For lightweight
tion for this implanted sensor network is needed. Hence, we propose
publishers (Fig. 1b) (Algorithm 4), in each cluster, when an event
a lightweight temperature control algorithm called LR for this imoccurs, the publisher stops the thermal service and then sends a
planted sensor network.
notification message to the broker, which then forwards it to the
subscribers. Subscribers immediately initiate thermal service and
Proposed LR temperature scheduling algorithm for in vivo sensors:
notify the broker, which sends notification confirmation to the renlightweightness. The term ‘‘lightweight’’ is very significant in our
dezvous node. The rendezvous node then checks each cluster to
proposed algorithm because the subscribed or published mechanism

Table 3. Comparison of Thermal-Aware Routing Algorithms
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Fig. 1. (a) Lightweight subscription operating on body sensor nodes that are divided into three clusters: C1, C2, and C3. In C2, subscribers
S2¢ and S2† send subscription messages s2¢ and s2†, respectively, to broker B2. B2 then sends a subscription confirmation message (sc2)
to rendezvous node R. The same operation is performed for clusters C1 and C3. (b) A lightweight publisher operates on body sensor
nodes that are divided into three clusters C1, C2, and C3. In C2, when the event occurs, publisher P2 stops related services and sends a
notification message (p2) to broker B2. B2 then forwards notification (p2) to subscribers S2¢ and S2†. S2¢ and S2† immediately start related
services and send confirmations (n2¢ and n2†, respectively) to broker B2. B2 then sends notification confirmation (nc2) to the rendezvous
node R. The same operation is performed for clusters C1 and C3. (c) Algorithms of lightweight temperature scheduling routing.
determine whether all the subscribers are successfully notified (Algorithm 5). If notification has not occurred because of packet loss
from publisher to broker, from broker to subscriber, or from broker to
rendezvous node, the rendezvous node directly communicates with
the subscribers and publisher to immediately start (if not started) or
stop (if not stopped) thermal service.
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Proposed LR temperature scheduling algorithm for in vivo sensors:
implementation scenario. We assume that radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and hyperthermia are applied to a cancer patient. Implanted
sensor nodes and a rendezvous node (the smartphone) are involved in
the temperature control inside the body (Fig. 2a). A middleware
implementing the proposed LR algorithm, installed in each in vivo

IN VIVO TEMPERATURE SCHEDULING WITH TELEMEDICINE

Fig. 2. (a) Sensor nodes in the body and the rendezvous node/smartphone are involved in temperature control in hyperthermia treatment
combined with radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. Middleware is implementing the proposed lightweight rendezvous routing algorithm in
each in vivo sensor node. (b) Sequence diagram of the implementation of the proposed lightweight rendezvous routing in in vivo sensor
nodes and the smartphone/rendezvous node.

sensor, allows the sensor to operate as a subscriber, publisher, or
broker node in a cluster. Figure 2b describes the overall workflow in
the proposed technique. First, the rendezvous smartphone assigns
subscriber, broker, or publisher roles to the implanted sensor nodes
(steps 1–3). In each cluster, subscribers are assigned to the broker
node for the temperature event (steps 4 and 5). If any node (publisher)
exceeds the threshold temperature, the thermal service is stopped,
and the broker is contacted immediately. The broker instructs the
corresponding subscriber to immediately start thermal service (steps
6–9).
We believe that a single point of failure could be very dangerous in
such a critical healthcare scenario; therefore, fault tolerance was an
important component in our implementation. All subscription and
notification confirmations (steps 5 and 9) are forwarded to the rendezvous smartphone so it can control the start and stop points of
thermal services of in vivo sensors (steps 10–12). Communication
among in vivo sensors also involves fault tolerance (steps 1.b, 2.b, 3.b,
6, and 8).

TELEMEDICINE-BASED APPLICATION
We now present the scope, architecture, and workflow of the
proposed telemedicine application.
Scope. Treatment of cancer with hyperthermia, radiotherapy, and/
or chemotherapy requires expertise specific to each therapy, as well
as information related to factors such as cancer type, location, and
patient history. Telemedicine enables knowledge sharing among
clinicians and experts for combined cancer treatment. In the proposed technique, such knowledge sharing is essential for determining
the optimum hyperthermia temperature to be scheduled by the in vivo
sensors, for drug measurement in chemotherapy, and to determine
the radiation level for radiotherapy. Local clinicians can apply the
treatment method recommended by remote experts, assuming that
the hospital has the correct medical equipment. The smartphone
enables the notification of local or remote clinicians and experts or
nurses regarding the treatment method, regardless of whether the
patient is at the point of care or outside the hospital. However, patient
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the medical records through the Internet,
analyze the data, and consult with local
clinicians.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the proposed telemedicine approach. C.T.C.U, cancer treatment control
unit; PAN, personal area network; PHR/EHR, patient health record/electronic health record;
WAN, wide area network.

Workflow. Clinicians analyze cancer
type, position, and patient history and
request assistance from the CTCU to determine the treatment method (Fig. 4).
The CTCU, in turn, communicates with a
hypervisor that coordinates resources and
has access to a database of records of
experts on hyperthermia, radiotherapy, or
chemotherapy. Therefore, it can identify
experts for specific treatment methods.
With location or position information for
the remote experts, the hypervisor can inform the neighboring CTCUs of treatment
methods. Then, the CTCU sends a treatment

mobility is restricted during treatment because the patient is simultaneously receiving heat, radiation,
and a drug dose. However, the use of
a bedside smartphone, during the
post-treatment period, enables the
notification of local or remote caregivers. A smartphone can provide
patient updates to the EHR/PHR before and after treatment. Local or remote expert diagnosis of a patient
through EHR/PHR is also essential for
health insurance calculations and
billing.
Architecture. We present a telecommunication infrastructure (Fig. 3)
for the proposed telemedicine application. In vivo sensors communicate
with each other using the MICS frequency band to control temperature.
The sensors communicate with the
bedside smartphone using Zigbee or
Bluetooth technology in a personal
area network. Alternatively, a laptop
or desktop computer with an adapter
can be used instead of a smartphone.
The smartphone can be used to
communicate with caregivers at local
hospitals using 3G/4G/Wi-Fi/Wimax
in a wireless area network. Information regarding the patient’s cancer
type, location, and history is available to remote experts through the
PHR/EHR. Remote experts can access

Fig. 4. Sequence diagram of the proposed telemedicine application. C.T.C.U, cancer treatment
control unit; EHR/PHR, electronic health record/patient health record.
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mation and manages the local database so,
in the case of network unavailability, it can
store information. A synchronization module is present to synchronize the local database to a remote EHR/PHR. The clustering
manager assigns subscriber/publisher/broker
roles to the in vivo sensors. The publish-subscribe manager continuously coordinates
publish-subscribe methods to control in vivo
sensors. In a communication failure, the
smartphone’s fault-tolerance manager publisher or the subscription manager handles
the failure.
The notification manager’s local module
updates the EHR/PHR manager with the
post-treatment information. The remote
module provides the same information to a
remote CTCU or an expert’s smartphone.
Fig. 5. Use cases of smartphone in telemedicine application. C.T.C.U, cancer treatment
control unit; EHR/PHR, electronic health record/patient health record.
procedure on the smartphone of the expert, nurse, and patient. The
patient’s bedside smartphone updates the EHR/PHR with the treatment
information and communicates with the patient’s in vivo sensors to
assign role and cluster information. The in vivo sensors, in turn, schedule
the temperature for combined cancer treatment and notify the smartphone of the result. The smartphone first updates the EHR/PHR and then
notifies the smartphone of remote experts and the local CTCU with posttreatment information. Local clinicians are informed about treatment
results from the local CTCU.

THE SMARTPHONE’S ROLE IN THE TELEMEDICINE
APPROACH

Results

In this section, we present performance
evaluation of the in vivo temperature
scheduling technique and implementation results of telemedicine
application.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have compared, in a Java simulator, the proposed technique (LR)
with the conventional RR algorithm, the existing thermal-aware routing algorithms, and traditional data-dissemination techniques in a
sensor network (Fig. 7). We assume that 10 nodes are deployed in a 6 · 6
mesh topology. We assume that 1 unit of temperature is generated for
every packet transmission among nodes. When a node sends or receives
a packet from a gateway node, it generates 2 units of temperature.

Use cases. The smartphone plays a vital role in the proposed telemedicine mechanism (Fig. 5). It works as a rendezvous node for the
implanted sensor network and a gateway for the telemedicine unit.
The smartphone, as a rendezvous node, assigns subscriber, publisher,
and broker roles to in vivo sensors and manages the published-subscribed methods to control temperature in the sensors. However, if
there is ever a communication failure in the in vivo sensors, the
smartphone activates fault tolerance actions by forcibly starting
or stopping the sensor services. As a gateway to the telemedicine unit,
the smartphone notifies local or remote clinicians, nurses, or healthcare devices of patient and treatment information. The phone also
transmits the treatment procedures from the local CTCU and regularly
updates the EHR/PHR for insurance facilities.
Internal workflow. The smartphone receives the treatment procedure from the CTCU (Fig. 6). The CTCU manager inside the
smartphone first installs the treatment information. Then, the EHR/
PHR manager updates the EHR/PHR database with the new infor-

Fig. 6. Internal workflow of smartphone application. C.T.C.U,
cancer treatment control unit; EHR/PHR, electronic health record/
patient health record.
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LR generates less of an increase in temperature than does RR in
different orientations for 10 nodes. When the node orientation has
three publishers, four subscribers, and three brokers, LR generates the
lowest temperature (Fig. 7a). In Figure 7b, the three broker nodes of
LR generate a much lower temperature than that of RR because in LR
the three broker nodes communicate directly with the rendezvous
node. However, in RR a broker node communicates with other broker
nodes on its way to the rendezvous node.
LR outperforms existing thermal-aware routing algorithms by
generating less of an increase in temperature (Fig. 7c). TARA generates the maximum temperature, although ALTR is better than LTR
because of the use of the hop count threshold. HPR is better than LTR,
ALTR, and LTRT; however, LR produces the lowest temperature of all
methods. If the region surrounding a node is greater than 7 units, it is
assumed to be a hotspot. We assume 10 hops as the maximum hop

count for LTR and ALTR. The threshold temperature of LTRT is assumed to be 6 units. TARA generates the maximum temperature as it
tries to avoid hotspots and traverses more multiple hops. LTR and
ALTR provide better performance than TARA by choosing the lowest
temperature node. However, ALTR is better than LTR because, when
10 hops are crossed, the shortest hop routing algorithm is used. HPR
is far better than the previous three algorithms because it chooses the
shortest hop in accordance with the temperature parameter. LTRT is
superior to TARA, LTR, or ALTR but worse than HPR because of the
creation of three smaller clusters with the publish-subscribe system.
LR dissipates less energy than flooding, omniscient multicast, or directed diffusion (Fig. 7d). In the flooding scheme, sources (placed at
bottom and top positions of the square) flood all events to every node in
the network. The nodes placed at the middle of the square dissipate
higher energy because there is relatively higher packet transmission in

Fig. 7. (a and b) Using lightweight rendezvous routing (LR) and rendezvous routing (RR) algorithms: (a) total temperature in eight
different node orientations with a 10-node set and (b) generated temperature at different nodes (in the node orientation with three
publishers [P], four subscribers [S], and three brokers [B]). (c) Performance comparison of LR with Thermal-Aware Routing (TARA), Least
Temperature Routing (LTR), Advanced Least Temperature Routing (ALTR), Hotspot Prevention Routing (HPR), and Least Temperature Route
Routing (LTRT). LR generates less heat than other protocols. (d) Performance comparison of dissipated energy on different nodes using
flooding, omniscient multicast, directed diffusion, and LR.
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that area. In omniscient multicast, each source generates the shortest
path multicast tree to all sinks. All multicast trees use a common interim
node to create the shortest path, resulting in large energy dissipation. In
directed diffusion, energy dissipation is low compared with that for
flooding and multicast. Interests are propagated from sources to sinks
(placed at middle positions) using interim nodes (brokers), and events are
propagated in the reverse path. In LR, energy dissipation is relatively
small compared with that of the previous three protocols. Nodes are
divided into three clusters, and a lightweight publish-subscribe mechanism is a separate action in each of the three clusters. As brokers are
involved in communication with the rendezvous node, energy dissipation is comparably higher in those broker nodes than in other nodes.

The detailed information is displayed with patient treatment history (Fig.
8b). The remote hyperthermia expert recommends the heating type or
method and the temperature range through the smartphone graphical
user interface (Fig. 8c). Similarly, a radiotherapy expert recommends the
heating range and radiation measurement (Fig. 8d), and a chemotherapy
expert recommends the drug measurement, along with the heating
range (Fig. 8e).
The local clinician inputs the cancer location, tumor, stage and patient’s condition through the Web panel (Fig. 10). He or she can observe
the patient’s treatment history and can also view the recommendations
from the hyperthermia, radiotherapy, or chemotherapy expert.

Discussion
IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Collaborative efforts are gaining popularity in healthcare. TelePrior to implementation, we have performed extensive study on the
medicine fosters such collaboration by enabling remote healthcare
general impact of telemedicine in cancer treatment and then cancer
support to a hospital that has a scarcity of medical equipment and by
type-specific telemedicine applications. To analyze the implications for
delivering clinical consultancy to resident surgeons inexperienced with
different kinds of therapy used alone or in combination, we have studied data from three recent
clinical trials39–41 on combined therapy. The first
trial39 considers radiotherapy alone and radiotherapy plus hyperthermia. The other trials40,41 consider
influence of hyperthermia on chemotherapy. For
example, when we use a hyperthermia range of 40–
45C, chemotherapy requires comparatively less
drug (doxorubicin, 479 mM; mitoxantrone,
608 mM, etc.). The reason is that the chemotherapy
drug becomes more sensitive to the body cell in high
temperature. We have presented these implications
through the graphical user interface of the Android
application where a hyperthermia, radiotherapy, or
chemotherapy expert recommends heat, radiation,
or chemical measurement, according to therapies,
used alone or combined. If we consider our lightweight in vivo technique, it will indicate the
threshold value of temperature, by following the
heating range used in hyperthermia.
We have implemented our smartphone application (Fig. 8) in the Android platform version 4.0. The class diagram is presented in Figure
9. The smartphone works as a gateway to in vivo
BSN and point of care in telemedicine architecture. Therefore its activity is an aggregation
of functionalities related to in vivo body sensor
networks (BSN) and telemedicine architecture.
In Figure 9, light gray-colored classes represent
properties of the in vivo lightweight publishsubscribe system; however, dark gray-colored
classes represent properties of telemedicine
functionalities.
Figure 8 represents the screenshots of the smartphone application. Patient information is checked by
putting first name, last name, and e-mail (Fig. 8a). Fig. 8. Screenshots of smartphone applications.
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Fig. 9.

Class diagram of smartphone application.

specific diseases or treatments. The outcome of combined cancer
treatment depends on the joint efforts of experts in hyperthermia, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. A local hospital that has equipment for
these three treatment methods might lack experts for each method.
Telemedicine resolves this by allowing experts to share knowledge bases

across distance. In the proposed technique, local
clinicians analyze the cancer type, position, etc., and
receive assistance from remote experts in determining a suitable treatment method. Experts on
hyperthermia, radiotherapy, or chemotherapy can
suggest an optimum temperature for in vivo sensors.
A patient’s bedside smartphone, updated with the
suggested treatment method, can communicate with
in vivo sensors to control temperature for cancer
treatment. The smartphone plays a vital role by
notifying local or remote clinicians or healthcare
devices of the treatment outcome. This smartphonebased telemedicine application can be used in the
monitoring of cancer patients or treatment of other
chronic diseases.
With an in vivo temperature scheduling technique, we considered the different orientations of 10
in vivo nodes. We need to consider a larger set of
nodes and a body organ-specific node orientation in
the future and need to determine the thermal energy
source for hyperthermia treatment. It must also be
determined if an implanted sensor node or external
methods, including ultrasound and laser, should be
used to generate temperature. If we choose the first option of an internal
source, we need to determine the appropriate implanted sensor nodes.
Medical stents, which are currently deployed in healthcare, can be of
assistance to in vivo sensors because of the stent’s wireless telemetry
support. If we choose the second option of external thermal source, a
rendezvous node will wirelessly communicate with the external source to
accurately increase/decrease thermal
energy at the organ position. After
completion of the experimental steps
and determination of the appropriate
sensor device, we need to run a preclinical trial to test the proposed in vivo
temperature control techniques in an
animal model.
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